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5 - In many parts of the world data simply doesn’t exist. Many countries have not
taken basic census data for decades, which makes it extremely hard to make deci-
sions, the World Bank calls it another deprivation to end. Explain the primary path-
ways for data collection in these environments. How can these forms of data collec-
tion and analysis result in inequitable outcomes or be used for outright oppression?
What are ways in which data analysts can address the need to collect data to make
decisions while also ensuring they protect the public from potential harms?

1 The Problem of Unequal Data

The lack of data, particularly geospatial data, as long plagued centralized decision-makers, for whom “legibil-

ity [is] a central problem,” one that must be solved prior to the creation of policy [1]. Lack of data, and the

resulting poor maps and understanding of regions, has resulted in misdrawn borders (e.g. the Northwest An-

gle of Minnesota [2]) and even brought nations to the edge of war [3]. Even in our current era, the availability

of data is painfully uneven across the various regions of the world. As Scott argued at length, the collection

of data is closely related to the power of the state [1]. Taylor and Johnston pointed out that “statistics and

state come from the same root” [4]. In general, the best data, particularly the best longitudinal data, tends

to come from states that are wealthy, stable, have centralized authority, and have little incentive (either inter-

nal or external) to fabricate. The converse of this is what Taylor and Overton call “the first law of geographi-

cal information: the poorer the country, the less and the worse the data” ([5] as paraphrased by [4]).

The ‘first law’ obviously applies to basic demographic and geographical data, such as that collected

by standard decennial censuses or by national mapping services, but it also applies to data derived by anal-

ysis [6], including global and multi-regional datasets. This is only exacerbated by the fact that such derived

datasets are typically created by individuals and organizations based in the wealthier states and thus subject

to their particular interests and language limitations. An example of this can be seen in the primary compos-

ite dataset of ecosystem services valuations. The Ecosystem Services Valuation Database (ESVD) is main-

tained by research organizations based in continental Europe and is primarily funded by a UK government

agency. The database organizes the studies that it references by the location of the specific ecosystem services

being valued. Table 1 shows the breakdown of the target continents of these studies, in which a bias can be

seen both towards wealthier regions and towards those regions of more interest to the researchers and funding

sources.
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Table 1: Regions studied by publications compiled by ESVD

Region Number of Studies Percent of studies

Africa 309 7.7

Asia 1140 28.4

Europe 1639 40.8

North America 594 14.8

Oceania 223 5.6

South America 109 2.7

This trend tends to be exacerbated in smaller sub-disciplines. Approximately 63% of studies of

mangrove-related ecosystem services are focused on parts of Asia despite these regions constituting providing

only 38% of the world’s mangrove coverage [7].

This uneven availability of data has severly hampered international, expert-led development efforts,

including such major initiatives as the United Nations Millenium Development Goals (MDGs) which were a

global coordinated effort spanning 2000 to 2015. One of the more prominent of MDGs was Goal 6, “Com-

bat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases,” with its associated Target 8: “Have halted by 2015, and begun

to reverse the incidence of malaria and other major diseases” [8]. It is difficult to measure progress towards

this goal when, in 2005, some researchers indicated that that episodes of malaria globally may have been as

much as 50% higher than those reported by the World Health Organization (WHO) [9]. The availability and

quality of data (commonly referred to as ‘monitoring’) was thus a common element of critiques of the MDGs

[10, 11, 12]. While many of these critiques used this as an argument for different fundamental models of inter-

national development that were not as data-reliant (something that I will return to later in this piece), pro-

ponents of the goals instead viewed this as a specific challenge to be overcome. As the MDGs were concluded

and their successors, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), were created, the World Bank labeled the

lack of a data a “deprivation” on par with the lack of food, shelter, or healthcare [13]. The United Nations

General Assembly, in its commissioning of the SDGs, “called upon the United Nations system, including the

Statistics Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the Secretariat and the regional com-

missions and international agencies, to support national efforts in building and strengthening national statis-

tical capacity, in particular that of developing countries, and called upon all international agencies to improve

the coverage, transparency and reporting on all indicators.” For better or worse, efforts to improve data col-

lection are here to stay for the foreseeable future. The next few sections will examine how data is collected in

traditionally data sparse areas, what harms it can cause, and how such harms might be avoided.
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2 Data Collection in Data Sparse Areas

The first and most obvious method of data collection in areas where the state is not already taking charge

of such activities are targeted international development efforts as discussed in the previous section. These

bring to bear international expertise, funding, labor, and technology to areas that may otherwise lack such

resources. They also apply political pressure to governments that may otherwise be reluctant to collect this

data themselves. While such data collection efforts can be detailed, high quality, and consistent, they are typ-

ically targeted on a particular region and only last for the length of the particular program. For instance, de-

tailed geospatial data on Liberia’s demographics, road system and quality, bridges, schools, health facilities,

and more were created by the United Nations via its ebola response program and its 2003-2018 peacekeeping

mission [14]. Now that the ebola epidemic has largely subsided in the eyes of the world (outbreaks have con-

tinued, though with less international attention) and the peacekeeping mission has concluded, it is unlikely

that this data will continue to be updated.

Another method of data collection is the targeted, international, academic study. These can take a

variety of forms across innumerable fields of research. That said, some common types include:

1. A geniune interest, either personal or professional, in a particular region, ecosystem, or community.

This is commonly found among field anthropology and environmental sciences researchers, but exam-

ples can be found in other fields as well. To use a colleague as an example, the economist Suhyun Jung,

who has specialized in ecosystem services and land management decisions, has increasingly (but no ex-

clusively) focused on the landowners of the Brazil Amazon [15, 16, 17].

2. Case studies used to test or demonstrate a new methodology, perhaps with the intent to inform fu-

ture, global applications of the same technique. Example: Modeling mangrove biomass in a particular

Mozambique river delta [18] prior to modeling mangrove biomass in river deltas globally [19].

3. A single, one-off study in the area, often based on expertise developed elsewhere. To use Jung as an ex-

ample again, he recently conducted a study in Liberia that was informed by his similar work on forest

concessions in Brazil [20].

Despite the wide variety of such studies, however, certain commonalities exist. For one, data gen-

erated tends to be limited in terms of area, topic, and duration to the specific interests and duration of the

study. Researchers do not typically have the time, resources, or interest to collect census-style data from an

entire region. Additionally, even in the series of studies seen in Category 1, the types of data collected are of-

ten not consistent across the multiple studies in the same area. As a result, later longitudinal comparison is

difficult or impossible. Similarly, inconsistent methodologies across academic studies, coupled with poor docu-

mentation practices, can make comparisons across studies or regions difficult. A review of the aforementioned

ESVD found that significant numbers of the included studies lacked documentation regarding the sources of

their data, used a methodology that prohibited comparison with other studies, or failed to clarify if the au-

thors were using constant year dollars or not (and if so, what year) [21]. A third concern is how sites are se-

lected. While a personal motive based on a genuine need for the selected area can play a role, many studies
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are driven by a combination of convenience and funding. For example, airborne image processing techniques

are usually demonstrated using some close-to-home target: a paper by researchers based in Guangdong re-

searchers studied mangroves in Guangdong [22]; a paper by researchers in Brisbane studied mangroves in

Brisbane [23]. Jung does most of his work in the Brazil Amazon in part because there is significant govern-

ment and NGO funding sources for that area. His foray into a Liberia study was the result of a commission

by a Liberian-based NGO [20]. This means that academic studies are themselves largely subject to the same

organizations (national governments and major NGOs) running the international development efforts dis-

cussed previously. The implications of this are discussed in the next section.

A third method of data collection is remote observation, particularly space-based remote observa-

tion. Satellites do not have to meet with the difficulties of political boundaries or impassable terrain. Due to

the nature of orbital mechanics, it is actually more difficult to create an earth observation (EO) system that

does not image most of the world than one that does. This fact, coupled with interest of the earth science

community in the global-scale dynamics of our planet, mean that many EO datasets include most of the sur-

face of the Earth. Remote observation thus has the potential to help upend the first law of geography by pro-

viding at least some base level of data globally, with no distinctions for borders or wealth. This is particularly

visible in connection to the SDGs, with remote sensing boosters both within academia [24, 25, 26] (includ-

ing an entire upcoming issue of the journal Remote Sensing [27]) and within government agencies, as seen in

the reports by the Group of Earth Observations (GEO) [28] and the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of

Outer Space (COPUOS) [29].

The use of remote observation data for such applications has a long history. While many of the

initial efforts at remote observation from air and space were done with military objectives in mind, scien-

tific, commercial, and social applications soon became apparent. An enormous amount of EO satellite data

is freely available to the public through 20+ National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) earth

science satellites [30], the European Space Agency (ESA) Copernicus Programme (which includes both the

six Sentinel satellites and in-situ measurements), the various satellites managed by the Japan Aerospace Ex-

ploration Agency (JAXA) Earth Observation Center (EOC), the China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite Pro-

gram (CBERS), and the satellites of other space agencies. While this data is largely free currently, this has

not consistently been true, nor is it guaranteed to continue in the future [31]. For most of the early history of

satellite observation, imagery was kept highly classified and zealously guarded [32, 33]. Even when the data

was available to the public, it was not always freely available, as various countries have made attempts to

monitize remote observation data. In the 1970s and early 1980s, for instance, Landsat data was a government-

managed operation that provided products at a low-cost, based primarily on the cost of reproduction. In the

1980s, however, the program was transfered to a private entity and prices were increased by more than an

order of magnitude and significant copyright restrictions were put in place [34]. Currently the data is once

again freely available after the monitization efforts met with limited success [35], but this may not remain the

case moving forward [36]. In general we see the consistent pattern repeating itself: data is generated about

places but is not necessarily available or accesssible to people in those places. Speaking anecdotally, it is not
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uncommon for international colleagues to request help accessing data from US government satellites that is

nominally already freely available to anyone anywhere.

The use patterns of remote observation data has varied for reasons beyond cost and military se-

crecy, however. Social applications were being considered from quite early on. By the early 1970s five ratio-

nales for using satellite imagery in city planing had become widespread [37]:

1. It offers a synoptic, total view of the complex system in a given area.

2. Satellites provide repetitive, longitudinal coverage.

3. Satellite inventories were more efficient and up-to-date than ground surveys.

4. Remote sensing was objective.

5. Satellites produced digital imagery that could be easiliy combined with ground-based data in novel geo-

graphic information systems (GISs).

Despite these rationales, actual social applications of such data remained rare for several decades.

The reasons for this are many, but probably include that many of these rationeles were overstated for their

day. Insufficient resolution and inconsistent coverage limited use in local areas. While satellite imagery pro-

vides a wonderful decades-long longitudinal dataset now, it did not at the time. Satellite imagery was still

heavily dependent on human photointerpretation, undermining the argument that the data was ”objective” in

any meaningful sense. Finally the cost and specialization required to effectively use the data limited its abil-

ity to be combined with other datasets. Internationally, these difficulties were compounded by the fact that

that the satellite systems were designed to serve US government and scientific aims first and foremost. Satel-

lites were thus not designed with the priorities of other nations in mind, including agriculture, forest manage-

ment, and disease monitoring.

Finally, due partially to limitations in what satellites can observe and partially to the priorities of

the designers, applications of EO data, particularly that which is not straightforward visual imagery, remain

squarely focused on characterizing specific, usually environmental, phenomena, such as wildfires [38], aquatic

bacterial growths [39], or deforestation [19], with only limited excursions into studying human wellbeing or

the the connections between environmental phenomena and human wellbeing (such as using nightlight im-

agery as a proxy for economic development [40]).

One final method of collecting data in traditionally data sparse regions is the internet and telecom-

munications. The penetration of connectivity in such regions has advanced enormously over the past few

decades [41] and increasingly this can be used to generate useful data. Telecommunications mobility data was

used extensively during the 2013-2016 ebola epidemic in Western Africa [42] and is currently being used in

connection with the COVID-19 pandemic [43, 44]. This data is predominantly in the hands of private cor-

porations and thus tends to focus on different domains than the academic and government data collection

methods discussed above.
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3 The Harms of Data Collection

While the methods of data collection in the previous section vary in numerous important ways, it is possible

to identify certain common ways in which these methods may result in inequitable outcomes or be used for

outright oppression. The first is that all data collection is purposeful. As Scott wrote, ”state simplications...

have the character of maps. That is, they are designed to summarize precisely those aspects of a complex

world that are of immediate interest to the mapmaker and to ignore the rest. To complain that a map lacks

nuance and detail makes no sense unless it omits information necessary to its function” [1]. These purposes

can be (and often are) ones of control or oppression by a state of its own populace. For a further discussion

of this, see my response to Question 1 of this exam. Relevant to us here is also the concern about external

purposes, namely those of other states, of foreign academics, of corporations. All of these groups have ends

of their own and pursue data collection efforts that satisfy those ends, not necessarily the ends of the people

being studied. The data collectors often ignore or conceal this fact. As Taylor and Johnston put it, “Data are

usually treated unproblematically except for technical concerns about error. But... every data set represents

a myriad of social relations... There is an implicit power relation; in general, the more powerful do the finding

out about the less powerful ” [4].

Some critiques of the MDGs pointed to the disagreements about the purpose of the quantiative in-

dicators, specifically that they pulled attention and resources away from issues of higher priority to locals

[11, 12], something that is a recurrent problem with simplifying metrics in development. “Many studies in-

volve ranking places on one or more criteria, and allocating policy benefits accordingly. At its crudest this

applied geography merely provides a list of winner and losers with no understanding of why the differences

occur” [4]. This is arguably repeating in our current era of the SDGs. Campbell wrote that “The pessimistic

thought is that sustainability has been stripped of its transformative power and reduced to its lowest com-

mon demoninator. After all, if both the World Bank and radical ecologists now believe in sustainability, the

concept can have no teeth: it is so malleable as to mean many things to many people without requiring com-

mitment to any specific policies” [45]. While this is arguably true, another interpretation is that the World

Bank may have a different definition of sustainability than others and that definition may not fit the needs

of different peoples. Furthermore, some developing nations believe that the contemporary interest of wealthy

Western nations in global environmental protections comes at the cost of the economic development of those

developing nations [46], pointing towards a difference in priorities between those doing the studying and those

being studied.

This difference in priorities can, in addition to diverting resources elsewhere, cause active harms

through collateral damage. After all “Haussmann’s Paris was, for those who are not expelled, a far health-

ier city” (emphasis mine) [1]. Similarly, the use of mobile telecommunication device location data during the

2013-2016 ebola epidemic was done with little regard for privacy concerns, no real protections of individual

data, and without even any significant relevance for addressing the epidemic [42].

These various data collection efforts are also often quite incomplete, as discussed in the previous
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section. In some situations, such incomplete data can be as dangerous (or more dangerous) than no data at

all. Gaps in the data are not random or uniform. As just discussed, data collective is purposive and thus can

lead to misleading biases. Data collection can also be purposely impeded or fabricated for either internal or

external reasons. The Chinese government famously failed to track or make available data regarding their so-

called Ghost Cities. This hampered the informed decision-making of local planners and community members,

leading them to turn to alternative ways of generating this data developed by academic researchers [47]. Sim-

ilarly, refusing entry to international journalists, academics, and inspectors is an infamous and all too com-

mon tactic of despotic governments seeking to cover up human rights abuses. Other gaps in data are more

coincidental but still disproportionately impact certain areas. For example, the tropics experience more fre-

quent and denser cloud cover than other parts of the globe, thereby resulting in less frequent remote sensing

images of these regions (except for imagery that can penetrate clouds).

Finally, data collection and generation may be done with ‘good intentions’ but still suffer from cul-

tural biases or ignorance. As mentioned in the previous section, data collection and analysis methods that are

intended to be applied globally are often first trialed and calibrated in specific case studies which are conve-

niently available (i.e. nearby) to the researchers. This can result in methods that work well in one cultural

context going on to generate misleading results in other contexts. This is particularly worrisome in machine

learning methodologies, due to their black box nature and their common use for processing remote observa-

tion data. The latter is due to a combination of the sheer amount of data generated by EO systems and the

difficulty for humans to interprete such data, particularly data that is not visual red-green-blue. The prob-

lems of machine learning and big data with regards to equity and bias are well documented and numerous, in-

cluding such issues as bias in the training data, application of models outside of their domain of training, hid-

ing existing discrimintary practices behind of veil of mathematics, a lack of transparency, privacy and surveil-

lance capital concerns, and development and use by authoritarian actors. For a full treatment of these issues,

see Weapons of Math Destruction [48], Algorithms of Oppression [49], and Automating Inequality [50]. Here I

will confine myself to a single illustrative example.

In a paper published in the journal Remote Sensing in 2019, several researchers used the Faster

Region Based Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN) machine learning algorithm on imagery from

Google Earth to identify brick kilns with the goal of developing maps of these kilns to inform on-the-ground

inspections. This is because, in a large region of Asia, such kilns are often the workplaces of illegal slave la-

bor. In this way, they would be helping to address SDG 8.7 [51]. Several issues are noticeable in the paper.

First, the authors frame their work as a method for identifying brick kilns across the “Brick Belt,”

an ≈ 1,550,000 km2 region including parts of India, Pakistan, Nepal, and Bangladesh [52]. Nonetheless, for

their training and validation data, the authors drew entirely from a single 120 km2 region of northwestern In-

dia. This runs the risk of both false positives and false negatives if the algorithm is applied outside of this re-

gion, since both kiln construction and the surrounding terrain may vary in appearance across the Brick Belt.

This is particularly concerning because the authors themselves acknowledge that the region they chose “is

known to have a higher than average density of brick kilns,” which indicates that this region is not, in fact,
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representative of the broader Brick Belt. This is compounded by the fact that, in order to avoid false nega-

tives, the authors calibrated the system have a high false positive rate (it identified approximately twice the

number of kilns as were actually present). While the authors say that this is an acceptable false positive rate

for their application, when the algorithm is applied to other regions with lower densities of brick kilns, the

false positive rate is likely to be even higher.

Second, for validation, the authors state that they used visual inspection of higher resolution im-

agery from the WorldView-2 satellite system. The authors do not provide any grounded explanation of how

their expertise in visually identifying brick kilns from satellite imagery justifies not using in-situ verified data.

In particular, they state that the “region used for accuracy assessment contained 178 brick kilns, all identified

by visual classification.” But this assumes that the visual inspector was actually able to identify all the brick

kilns in the region and did not misidentify any.

None of this is to cast aspersions on the goals of the authors, to claim that the issues pointed to

are irredeemable, or even to guarantee that the possible negative outcomes would actually manifest. Instead

I wanted to point out some of the issues of bias that can creep into even a technically competent study fo-

cusing on a particular region. Not all such studies are technically competent, cognizant of potential negative

impacts, and limited to a particular region for both development and application.

Now that some of the potential harms in data collection and use have been identified, the next

question is, how can we avoid them?

4 How to Avoid Harms

First and most obviously, we can be careful about our collection and use of data so as to avoid technical mis-

takes. This includes such actions as characterizing gaps in the data rather than assuming them to be uni-

formly random, examining the generation process so as to identify potential errors, and not applying a data-

based model out of its domain of calibration. In machine learning of remote observation data, for example,

training data should typically be based on in-situ observations that are selected to be representative of the

entire application area. These correctives are all important and should certainly be implemented, but they

are insufficient on their own to avoid all the harms laid out in the previous section.

Second, we may refuse to do data collection and analysis in areas with authoritarian governments or

other unsavory decision-makers, though this would certainly neglect many in dire need. This would thereby

avoid one of Scott’s conditions for technocratic social engineering disasters (the presence of an authoritar-

ian government) [1]. We may also reject the high modernist ideology in our planning activities (another of

Scott’s conditions). When it comes to data collection and use, this can be done by being critical of the prov-

idence, applicability, and original purposes of datasets, and by being willing to take action to fill gaps in the

data rather than just relying upon what is available. That said, this is not a trivial undertaking. In addition

to the extra work required, in many ways such the high modernist ideology is the default of the technologist,

and active self-reflection is required to avoid falling into that trap. Furthermore, while you may have avoided
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working with despots and are not ideologically blinded yourself, data, once collected, has some degree of per-

manence and it is not always clear who will use it in the future.

And the unfortunate matter is, even if we assume that Scott is correct in that his conditions are the

necessary and sufficient conditions, what are they conditions for? “The most tragic episodes of state-initiated

engineering” (emphasis mine) [1]. The egregiously racist influence that Robert Moses had the design of New

York City [53] happened in an at least somewhat democratic society, not an authoritarian one. While it did

not directly lead to mass famine and death, it is hardly something that we would want to replicate. I daresay

that we want to do more than avoid the most tragic outcomes and instead want to do active good. We must

therefore look beyond merely avoiding Scott’s conditions.

Third, we may argue that data collection and analysis methods have developed over time, are now

more objective, and are thus no longer vulnerable to historical biases and gaps. This is essentially what pro-

ponents of remote observation data advocated as far back as the 1970s, as discussed earlier. While improve-

ments are real and remote observation certainly represents a way of checking claims made by deceptive ac-

tors, the previous section made clear that not only are contemporary methodologies still vulnerable to inten-

tional exploitation and unintentional misuse, but these issues are inherent in the act of data collection itself,

regardless of the methodology.

Fourth, we may change our framework of development. Since data is collected for a purpose and

mediated by technology, if we change the purpose, we change both the use and the collection. This is the ap-

proach many critics of metrics such as the targets and indicators of the MDGs and SDGs have taken: “The

solution cannot therefore be to seek fully to overcome the limitations in our knowledge (which are incapable

of being fully overcome), but rather lies in adopting structures for decision-making which address these lim-

itations” [12]. Such altered frameworks include Bayesian cost estimates [12], a focus on human rights [10],

qualitative rather than quantiative objectives [11], a focus on freedom of choice [54], and Easterly’s “Searchers”

(those who seek for bottom-up solution to specific, addressable needs in local areas and thus do not need im-

mense amounts of standardized data collection) [55]. One of the more popular thrusts in this vein are par-

ticipative and collaborative development activities. The benefits and limitations of such frameworks, in the

context of GIS data, are discussed further in my response to Question 1 of this exam.

Ultimately there does not seem to be a single, clean answer to how to generate and analyze data

in a safe way. Rather it is through a combination of these (avoiding work with dictators, being careful with

the technical details, remaining humble, and working with a non/less exploitative framework) that we can

maximize the benefits of data while minimizing the harms.
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